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Hello!

Pusku pusku brand was established in 2008, in
Vilnius, capital of Lithuania. We are young and active company, which produce various products for
innovative and modern people, that are full of joy,
vital and are looking for alternative seating solutions.
So let’s turn the page and check Pusku pusku products!
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Boo

Bean bag and creative toy for your child!
Dimensions: Length: 35 cm Height: 15 cm Width: 35 cm
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Deluxe

Felt

Home

Nordic

Quilted Nordic

Mini

Quilted Outside

Outside

Ox

The most suitable for children or for your guests!
Dimensions: Length: 43 cm Height: 33 cm
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Felt

Home
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Quilted Nordic

Plus

Quilted Outside

Outside

Ox

Perfect for your legs or just for short sitting!
Dimensions: Length: 55 cm Height: 45 cm Width: 80 cm
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Felt

Home
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Game

For happy children!
Dimensions: Length: 80 cm Height: 60 cm Width: 70 cm
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Deluxe

Felt

Home

Nordic

Quilted Nordic

Play

Carry and sit everywhere you want!
Dimensions: Length: 80 cm Height: 80 cm Width: 80 cm

Outside

Ox
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Deluxe

Home

Quilted Nordic

Seat

Quilted Outside

Felt

Nordic

Outside

Ox

Perfect for sitting, our the most popular model!
Dimensions: Length: 100 cm Height: 90 cm Width: 80 cm
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Deluxe

Home

Quilted Nordic

Lounge

Quilted Outside

Felt

Nordic

Outside

Ox

Lay down and chill out on it!
Dimensions: Length: 130 cm Height: 80 cm Width: 80 cm
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Ox
Outside

Sunbed

For your sunny beach!
Dimensions: Length: 180 cm Height: 80 cm Width: 80 cm
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Deluxe

Home

Quilted Nordic

Sofa Seat

Quilted Outside

Felt

Nordic

Outside

Ox

Perfect for sitting for two or three!
Dimensions: Length: 100 cm Height: 90 cm Width: 145 cm
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Deluxe

Sofa Lounge

Felt

Home

Nordic

Quilted Nordic

Outside

Quilted Outside

Ox

Lay down and chill out on it not alone!
Dimensions: Length: 130 cm Height: 80 cm Width: 145 cm
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Felt

Nordic

Outside

Home

Quilted Nordic

Ox

Razz

Move in - you’ll like it!
Dimensions: Length: 130 cm Height: 80 cm Width: 100 cm
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Felt

Nordic

Outside

Home

Quilted Nordic

Ox

Razzmatazz

Fall down comfortable!
Dimensions: Length: 160 cm Height: 90 cm Width: 115 cm
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Deluxe

Felt

Home

Nordic

Quilted Nordic

Up!

Quilted Outside

Outside

Ox

Straight lines pouffe - suitable in all your home!
Dimensions: Length: 40 cm Height: 40 cm Width: 40 cm
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Deluxe

Felt

Home

Nordic

Quilted Nordic

Softbox

Quilted Outside

Outside

Ox

Straight lines pouffe - suitable in all your home!
Dimensions: Length: 60 cm Height: 40 cm Width: 60 cm
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Deluxe

Home

Nordic

Moog

Outside

Ox

Feel the pleasure of the real armchair
Dimensions: Length: 90 cm Height: 60 cm Width: 120 cm
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Deluxe
Home

Nordic
Outside

Sofa Moog

Ox

Feel the pleasure of the real Sofa!
Dimensions: Length: 190 cm Height: 70 cm Width: 100 cm
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Multifunctional Tops
Top

40/60

-

multifunctional

top,

when

you

need something more than just a table! White
painted

and

100%

Plywood.

Natural

wood

sides. Can be used as table top, stand for a laptop, tablet or book, tray for a coffe and food, etc.
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Soft Table
Do you know that your table can be soft and suitable for sitting?
Soft Table 40 set contains: bean bag Up! + multifunctional Top 40
Soft Table 60 set contains: bean bag Softbox + multifunctional Top 60
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Pets
Not only you have a possibility to enjoy the
comfort of Pusku pusku. Our company puts special
efforts to create a bean bag, which shape would
perfectly fit for your pet. This product has various sizes so you to choose the most suitable one.

Kitty - Doggy Bed

Kitty Bed

Doggy Bed S

Doggy Bed L

Length: 45 cm

Length: 55 cm

Length: 70 cm

Height: 15 cm

Height: 18 cm

Heigth: 18 cm

Width: 60 cm

Width: 75 cm

Width: 100 cm
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Sets
Everybody knows that one bean bag is perfect for sitting
alone, but it’s always better to have a company around.
Pusku pusku suggests various sets from a different mix of
bean bag models in order to meet all our clients expectations and needs. Why to buy a massive and overly expensive furniture set, when you can have a way better alternative, which will even fit through any kind of doors. Just
look at these sketches! It would be perfect sets for your
home, garden or meeting zone in your office, wouldn’t it?
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Set Six

Set six is composed of:
1 pc. Sofa Seat
2 pcs. Seat
1 pc. Softbox + 1 pc. Top 60
Available in all Pusku pusku fabrics and colours.
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OX "Youthful Flamboyance!"
OX - very bright and colorful fabric, especially suitable
for youngsters. Actually, it is our the most popular fabric.
Why? We think that everyone wants to be young and
have some piece of "Youthful Flamboyance!". Advertising companies love this fabric, because it is waterproof.
They can place them in indoor/outdoor events. OX is
perfect for public use, because it’s very durable. The
fabric is practical, because it can be cleaned or washed
easily.
Technical data:
100% polyester with PVC coating
Weight: 380 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 60000
Water resistant
Washable / Cleanable

Outside “Perfect for Hard Use!”
Outside - yes, it is the strongest thing that we have!
Use this fabric products everywhere you want. Pusku
pusku is using bean bags from this artificial leather in all
events: on rough sand, on asphalt ground, in snow parks
and even in the rain! Yes, Outside is really strong and
nothing happens with it, which makes the fabric perfect
for outdoor and for hard use overall.
Technical data:
2% PU, 83% PVC, 15% polyester
Weight: 600 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 120000
Water resistant
Cleanable

Home “Cosiness of your home”
Home - cosy fabric for homey and calm room, where
silence and stillness let you to relax completely. It’s
suitable for mature people who are looking for pastel
colors furniture. It has an option of plain or tartan colors,
which can be combined together in the best way for your
interior design. Don’t worry if it gets dirty - you can just
take off the outer bag and wash it in washing mashine.
Technical data:
100% polyester
Weight: 305 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 100000
Breathable
Washable

Nordic “Scandinavian comfort at home...”
Nordic - especially soft fabric for indoor use and very
pleasant for touching. There is a wide variety of choice
in Nordic pallet, so you can find both pastel and rich
colors. Combining these scandinavic shades and fabric
softness you can find the perfect solution for your home
interior!
Technical data:
100% polyester
Weight: 330 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 100000
Breathable
Washable
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Deluxe “Fulgent luxury!”
Deluxe - probably the most suitable fabric for extraordinary aristocratic interior. There are three classical colors
which may be suitable for all elegant interiors. It could
be perfect accent in your modern design as well if you
are willing to create an eclectic interior.
Technical data:
100% polyester
Weight: 233 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 22000
Breathable
Washable

Quilted Outside “The Classic comes!”
Quilted Outside - is made from our artificial leather
fabric Outside. It contains stitched soft layer on the back
side which adds more softness for a very strong Outside
leather. These classical style bean bags could be a
solution for people who look for solid furniture.
Technical data:
2% PU, 83% PVC, 15% polyester
Backing 100% polyester
Weight: 915 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 120000
Water resistant
Cleanable

Quilted Nordic “More comfortable,
more solid, more classical!”
Quilted Nordic - made from our fabric called Nordic and
contains stitched soft layer on the back side, which creates a different feeling of softness and keeps stronger
shape of bean bag at one time. This quilted style turns
bean bags from a non-binding products to more solid
and more classical products.
Technical data:
100% polyester
Backing 100% poliester
Weight: 645 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 100000
Breathable
Washable

Felt “Close to nature”
Felt - the product line especially suitable for autumn/
winter season. The fabric itself brings you the feeling
of being close to the nature and naturality. The sewing
technique creates an exceptional design that stands out
from our other models. Felt product line presents traditions and simplicity in a modern way.
Technical data:
100% polyester
Weight: 400 g / m2
Abrasion resistance: 100000
Breathable
Dry cleaning
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Skin
All Pusku pusku bean bags have inner bags so you
can take off the outer bag easily. This is a very useful
feature for practical reasons as washing. But probably the
best part about it is that you can change a bean bag skin
according to the season or house interior as you want and
this will not require you to buy an entire new bean bag!
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Care instructions
Pusku pusku beanbags can be easily cleaned and washed!
OX, Home, Deluxe and Nordic lines outer bags are machine washable at 40°C. Use bleach free detergent. Hang wet
cover to dry. DO NOT: tumble dry, wring, iron, dry clean.
Outside - outer bag is simply cleaned with wet wipe.
Don’t wash in a washing machine. Felt - dry clean only.
After long use you feel that bean bag starts to lose its
form? Not a problem! Bean bags are designed in the way
that they can be easily refilled with a bubbles that our
company sells as well. There is an option to choose from
100L and 200L packages. Simply unzipp the inner bag, fill it
with bubbles and continue enjoying your curvy bean bag!
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General Information
All the inner bags have a zipper in order to refill the bean
bags easily. For the outer bag, zippers are used relatively
bigger and stronger to hold out the weight of the sitting
person. All the seams are sewn with reinforced threads
and for most of the models double seams are used. All the
details that are made of fabrics which tends to row out,
are sewn with overlock seam. The inner bags are sewn
from strong and strechful 100% polyester. Because of it’s
elasticity bubbles can easily distribute and fill the form of
the outer bag. The filling is of the best quality, increased
solidity polystyrene bubbles. Standard packaging is ecofriendly, which means packing in two recycled polyethylene
bags. Packing in primary material thick and transparent
polyethylene bags. Depending on customer requirements,
bean bags can be packed in cardboard boxes. Firstly, we
put product into a thin polyethylene bag and then place
them to the boxes. Also, our company provides Christmas
packgaging possibilities depending on customers needs.
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Print
The additional service that we provide is a print on the bean
bags. You can choose a partial or full print. To get the best result,
we recommend printing on our OX, Outside and Felt fabrics.
Print on OX and Felt is made by using special sublimation
technology.

Print

on

Outside

printing technology. Since

is

made

the technologies

by

using

UV

are adapted

according the features of fabric, the final result is of the
best quality and always meets our client’s expectations.
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Embroidery
Pusku pusku not only provides print but also embroidery on the
bean bags. We recommend to use OX, Outside and Felt fabrics
in order to get the best possible result. However, client’s wish is
our command and we will fulfill all the desires that will be there.
Any logo or icon of various sizes can be embroidered on our
bean bags. You just need to contact and leave all the work for us!
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Rent
You throw a party and don’t have enough seats for
all the guests? Or maybe you’re organizing an event
and want to take care of participants comfort? Well,
in this case we offer bean bags for rent! It’s a perfect
solution

for

various

situations,

both

corporate

and personal use. We will be more than happy to
help you - just contact us and make a reservation.
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Our additional activities
Pusku

pusku

exceptional
make

designers

design,

special

can

choose

labels.

We

create

fabrics
can

an
for

entire
it

customize

and
bean

bags as much as you wish and need - from
exclusively

new

design

to

simple

embroidery

of the company’s logo. Our company also manufactures
products that can be used for advertising. The only
limit is your imagination! In our portfolio there are
a lot of products such as start/finish marks, foam
seats, rugs, bookholders, computer cases and etc.
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Gift
Pusku pusku bean bag can be a perfect gift for Your
friends or corporate clients. You can not only choose
among huge variety of models and fabrics, but also make
them really special and unique by using our services as
print or embroidery. But that’s not all - our company
offers even special packaging! So, if You want to surprise
someone with a gift, just contact us and we will make
Your present to be the most memorable ever. We mean it.
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Follow us

Contacts:
www.puskupusku.com
info@puskupusku.com
+370 620 95094

